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Battle of the mobile 

The iPhone is Apple’s most important product 
in terms of revenue, and the company has just 
launched the iPhone 5S and 5C, almost 6 months 

after Samsung launched its Galaxy S4. Blackberry also 
launched its latest model, the Z30, in the same week.

With sim-free prices of £549–£709 for the 5S and 
£469 for the 5C, Apple’s new phones are not cheap. 
Although it has enjoyed huge success in economically 
developed countries, market analysts expect Apple 
to struggle to compete with Samsung and Huawei in 
emerging markets such as China, India, Indonesia, 
Turkey and Brazil, where customers are more sensitive 
to price. Analysts are asking whether Apple will remain 
focused on providing high-priced, high-
quality products or whether it will start 
to produce cheaper phones to gain 
market share.

Earlier in 2013, Apple reported a 
drop in quarterly profits for the first 
time in a decade, while Samsung Electronics posted 
record quarterly net profits of £4.2 billion, mainly 
thanks to the growing sales of its smartphones. Will 
Apple’s brand name and its legions of loyal customers 
be enough for it to win the battle of the mobile giants? 

The phones of another competitor, 
Panasonic, have not proved popular 
and the company announced in 
September that it would stop selling 
smartphones in Japan. 

Samsung offers a much broader range of smartphone 
models than its rivals, and this broad product portfolio 
has been key to its recent success. Samsung’s strategy 
targets multiple consumer groups, e.g. retired people 
tend to prefer its larger screen sizes.

Paul Hoang analyses 
important developments 
in the business world

iPhone 5C

Useful sites
BBC videos of Apple launches:
www.tinyurl.com/qzhacfm

www.tinyurl.com/pt553un
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Further reading
BBC article on the changing affordability of football 
for fans: www.tinyurl.com/lcxqolw

‘Upgrade: Evaluating with DISCO-M’ in Business 
Review, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 14–15 tests evaluation skills 
by asking who the best football manager is.

Questions
1 Examine the reasons why football clubs use 

price discrimination for ticket prices.
2 Discuss the use of sponsorship as an effective 

marketing strategy for companies such as 
Chevrolet, Commercial Bank of Qatar and 
Emirates NBD Bank.

The world’s most lucrative sport
Football equates to big business and big money. 
Large football clubs mainly get their revenues from 
sponsorship and commercial deals rather than from 
match tickets. 

Price discrimination is commonplace in football. 
The most expensive ticket on sale in English football 
can be found at Arsenal, where an adult ticket can cost 
up to £126, though the cheapest adult ticket is £26. The 
north London club also has the most expensive season 
ticket at £1,955. The average price of adult tickets in 
the Women’s Super League (the highest division of 
women’s football in England) is £5.38.

According to auditing company Deloitte, the com-
bined revenue of the Premier League clubs reached 
£2.5 billion in 2012/13. Deloitte estimates that this 
revenue will grow by 25% (around £600 million) in 
the 2013/14 season, mainly due to sponsorship deals 
signed by Manchester United and Manchester City.

Premier League champions Manchester United 
reported annual revenues of £363 million (a rise of 
13.4%), boosted by a new shirt sponsorship deal with 
US car maker Chevrolet. The club also benefited from 
commercial deals with the Commercial Bank of Qatar 
and Emirates NBD Bank, and it is attempting to develop 
its considerable presence in foreign markets (Table 1). 
Winning last season’s Premier League helped the club’s 

net profit reach £146 million, a rise of 528% on the 
year before. This is ultimately how football clubs earn 
fans and money in the long term — being successful on 
the pitch translates to a sustainable business model for 
any football club.

Premier League clubs also get a cash boost from 
television broadcasting deals. The latest 3-year deal has 
BT paying £738 million for the rights to 38 live matches 
each season, with Sky paying £2.3 billion to broadcast 
116 matches.

Premier League clubs spent £630 million on players 
in the 2013 summer transfer window, beating the 
previous record of £500 million in 2008. Among the 
big signings were Marouane Fellaini (sold by Everton to 
Manchester United for £27.5 million) and Mesut Özil 
(sold by Real Madrid to Arsenal for £42 million). In the 
other direction, Tottenham Hotspur sold Gareth Bale 
to Real Madrid for a world record £85 million. Real 
Madrid are not shy of splashing out on top players, 
having broken world transfer records several times in 
a row.

Table 1 International Manchester United fans

Country Fans (million) Country Fans (million)
China 108 Vietnam 26
Indonesia 55 Mexico 25
India 35 South Korea 15
Nigeria 33 Source: BBC

Questions
1 With reference to the marketing mix, examine 

the reasons behind Samsung’s dominance in the 
smartphone industry.

2 Discuss the relative importance of price and 
product in the marketing strategy of mobile 
phone firms such as Samsung and Apple.
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